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▪ The law of variable proportions is used to
explain the relationship between Total Product
and Marginal Product.

THE LAW OF VARIABLE PROPORTIONS

▪ The law states that when the quantity of one
factor of production is increased, while keeping
all other factors constant, it will result in the
decline of the marginal product of that factor.



When variable factor is increased while
keeping all other factors constant, the total
product will increase initially at an increasing
rate, next it will be increasing at a
diminishing rate and eventually there will be
decline in the rate of production.

THE LAW OF VARIABLE PROPORTIONS



❑ TP increases in an increasing rate when MP
increases. This pattern provides a Total Product
Curve with a shape of convex. It then continues till
MP reaches the maximum point of TP.

❑Where MP declines and stays positive, TP
increases at a decreasing rate. This pattern
provides a Total Product curve with a shape of
concave after reaching a point of inflexion. It
continues till TP curve reaches its maximum.

❑ In case MP is zero, TP reaches its maximum.



Relationship between Average Product and 
Marginal Product
There exists an interesting relationship between Average 
Product and Marginal Product. We can summarize it as 
under:
•When Average Product is rising, Marginal Product lies 
above Average Product.
•When Average Product is declining, Marginal Product lies 
below Average Product.
•At the maximum of Average Product, Marginal and 
Average Product equal each other.



❑ There exists an interesting relationship between
Average Product and Marginal Product. We can
summarize it as under:

❑ When Average Product is rising, Marginal Product lies
above Average Product.





•What is the total Product?

It refers to the total amount of output that a firm produces within a given period,
utilising given inputs.

Total Product Formula is

TP= AP*L

Where AP= product/ labour unit; L= Labour

•Average Product

It is output per unit of inputs of variable factors.

Average Product (AP)= Total Product (TP)/ Labour (L).

•Marginal Product

It denotes the addition of variable factor to total product.

Thus, Marginal product= Changed output/ changed input.

In other ways, marginal product leads to an increase of total product with the help of
additional worker or input.



What is the Total Product (TP)?



Average Product (AP)



Marginal Product (MP)







The Law of Variable Proportion states

that as the quantity of a factor is

increased while keeping other factors

constant, the Total Product (TP) first

rises at an incremental rate, then at a

decremental rate and lastly the total
production begins to fall.
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Assumptions



✓ Constant state of Technology
✓ Variable Factor Proportions: This assumes that

factors of production are variable.
✓ Homogeneous factor units: This assumes that all

the units produced are identical in quality, quantity
and price.

✓ Short Run: This law is applicable in short run,
where it is not possible to alter all factor inputs.

Assumptions of Law of Variable Proportion



1.

In this stage, the total product increases
at an increasing rate. This happens
because the efficiency of the fixed factors
increases with addition of variable inputs
to the product.

Stages of Law of Variable Proportions



2. Second Stage or Stage of Diminishing Returns

Stages of Law of Variable Proportions



3. Third Stage or Stage of Negative Returns

Stages of Law of Variable Proportions


